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Abstract

Background: Uric acid is associated with noncommunicable diseases such as cardiovascular diseases, chronic kidney disease,
coronary artery disease, stroke, diabetes, metabolic syndrome, vascular dementia, and hypertension. Therefore, uric acid is
considered to be a risk factor for the development of noncommunicable diseases. Most studies on uric acid have been performed
in developed countries, and the application of machine-learning approaches in uric acid prediction in developing countries is rare.
Different machine-learning algorithms will work differently on different types of data in various diseases; therefore, a different
investigation is needed for different types of data to identify the most accurate algorithms. Specifically, no study has yet focused
on the urban corporate population in Bangladesh, despite the high risk of developing noncommunicable diseases for this population.

Objective: The aim of this study was to develop a model for predicting blood uric acid values based on basic health checkup
test results, dietary information, and sociodemographic characteristics using machine-learning algorithms. The prediction of
health checkup test measurements can be very helpful to reduce health management costs.

Methods: Various machine-learning approaches were used in this study because clinical input data are not completely independent
and exhibit complex interactions. Conventional statistical models have limitations to consider these complex interactions, whereas
machine learning can consider all possible interactions among input data. We used boosted decision tree regression, decision
forest regression, Bayesian linear regression, and linear regression to predict personalized blood uric acid based on basic health
checkup test results, dietary information, and sociodemographic characteristics. We evaluated the performance of these five
widely used machine-learning models using data collected from 271 employees in the Grameen Bank complex of Dhaka,
Bangladesh.

Results: The mean uric acid level was 6.63 mg/dL, indicating a borderline result for the majority of the sample (normal range
<7.0 mg/dL). Therefore, these individuals should be monitoring their uric acid regularly. The boosted decision tree regression
model showed the best performance among the models tested based on the root mean squared error of 0.03, which is also better
than that of any previously reported model.

Conclusions: A uric acid prediction model was developed based on personal characteristics, dietary information, and some
basic health checkup measurements. This model will be useful for improving awareness among high-risk individuals and
populations, which can help to save medical costs. A future study could include additional features (eg, work stress, daily physical
activity, alcohol intake, eating red meat) in improving prediction.
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Introduction

Background
Noncommunicable diseases such as cancer, diabetes, stroke,
and cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of death,
disability, and morbidity worldwide. Surprisingly, the burden
is particularly high in developing countries, accounting for 80%
of deaths. In developing countries, 29% of noncommunicable
disease–related deaths occur in the working-age population
(aged <60 years) [1]. Therefore, noncommunicable diseases
have become a major concern for developing countries and are
also recognized as a threat for younger people [2]. Thus,
reducing the incidence of noncommunicable diseases is one of
the targets of sustainable development goals [3].

Uric acid is associated with several noncommunicable diseases
such as cardiovascular disease and its risk factors, including
chronic kidney disease, coronary artery disease, stroke, diabetes,
metabolic syndrome, vascular dementia, and hypertension [4,5].
Uric acid is considered to be one of the predictors of various
chronic diseases [6]. Hypertension showed positive correlations
with uric acid levels among arsenic-endemic individuals in
Bangladesh [7]. Another study found significant associations
between uric acid and BMI, overweight, and waist
circumference among the adult population of Bangladesh [8].

People working in urban areas, especially in private sectors,
have significant workloads and remain seated for a long time
to complete their tasks, and are thus more likely to develop
noncommunicable diseases. In addition, there are few
opportunities to engage in physical activities for the urban
population of Bangladesh because of a lack of playgrounds,
parks, walkable footpaths, and safe roads for cycling [9]. The
prevalence of risk factors for developing noncommunicable
diseases is also higher among urban than rural people in
Bangladesh [9]. Therefore, it is important to control and prevent
the severity of noncommunicable diseases by getting regular
health checkups. However, most people are not interested in
spending money and time on preventive health care services.
Corporate people in Bangladesh lack health insurance and high
health awareness, do not get routine mandatory health checkups,
and are not habituated to use information and communications
technology (ICT)-based health care services. Moreover, to get
a checkup, they need to visit a hospital in traffic-congested areas
and wait in a long, laborious queue [10].

The health status of an individual strongly depends on uric acid,
which is considered to be a risk factor for the development of
noncommunicable diseases [6,11]. Therefore, uric acid should
be measured routinely at basic health checkups. As the reduction
of noncommunicable diseases management cost is the main
goal of health policies [12], studies are needed to determine
blood uric acid regularly in a cost-effective manner. An accurate
predictive model can help to identify a high-risk population
without having to directly measure uric acid [13]. Using a
prediction model designed by machine-learning approaches to

test individual uric acid measurement rapidly will save costs
and time of both doctors and patients.

However, to our knowledge, the application of machine-learning
approaches for uric acid prediction in developing countries is
very rare. In addition, different algorithms will work differently
on different types of data with respect to various diseases such
as different types of cancers and diabetes; therefore, separate
investigations are needed for different types of data to identify
the most accurate algorithms [14].

Machine-learning methods have not been practically established
for clinical data from developing countries such as Bangladesh.
There is also a lack of research on predicting blood uric acid
based on basic clinical tests, dietary information, and
sociodemographic characteristics using machine-learning
approaches in Bangladesh, especially for the urban corporate
population.

Therefore, the aim of the present study was to use
machine-learning approaches to predict blood uric acid based
on basic health checkup test results, dietary information, and
sociodemographic characteristics. We tested several
machine-learning approaches to evaluate the predictive power
of these techniques and to best predict personalized uric acid
measurement. Predicting health checkup test measurements is
expected to be helpful in reducing health management costs.

Existing Related Studies
During the past few decades, the prevalence of hyperuricemia
has been increasing rapidly all over the world [8]. Similar to
the case of developed countries, hyperuricemia is also prevalent
in developing countries [15,16]. A purine-enriched diet, obesity,
and alcohol intake have been reported as the main predictors of
hyperuricemia [17-19]. Approximately two-thirds of the uric
acid is derived from the metabolism of endogenous purine, and
the remainder is a result of eating purine-enriched foods
[8,20,21]. Many previous studies identified relationships
between uric acid and hypertension. For example, increasing
levels of serum uric acid were associated with hypertension [4].
Serum uric acid was positively associated with incident
hypertension [22] and the development of hypertension [23].

Several techniques have been proposed for the survivability
analysis of various cancers [24]; however, the results of
machine-learning algorithms may change due to different
databases and for different measuring tools [25]. One study
predicted lung cancer survival time using supervised
machine-learning regression predictive techniques; although
the root mean squared error (RMSE) value for each model was
large (>15.30), it was unclear which predictive model would
yield more predictive information for lung cancer survival time
[26]. Another study also predicted hyperuricemia based on basic
health checkup tests in Korea using machine-learning
classification algorithms, which showed poor accuracy [6].
Targeting the prediction as a continuous target, rather than a
classification into categories or levels, could help to improve
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such predictions. Further, to make the prediction more accurate,
it is necessary to incorporate more new features than
traditionally used [27].

Most of the previous studies on uric acid have been conducted
in selected White populations of North America and Europe or
in entirely Black populations from South Africa [15]. Moreover,
most of the previous machine learning–based research in health
care has been conducted in developed countries [28]. However,
there has been minimal application of supervised machine
learning for medical data to predict diseases, survivability of
diseases, and different types of health checkup test results using
sample data from developing countries such as Bangladesh.

Study Objectives and Design
We used machine-learning approaches for development of a
predictive model because clinical input data are not completely
independent and complex interactions exist between them.
Conventional statistical models have limitations to consider
these complex interactions, whereas machine learning can
consider all possible interactions among input data.
Machine-learning prediction models can incorporate all of the
input variables with marginal effect and variables with unknown
associations with the targeted outcome variable.
Machine-learning algorithms are used to identify patterns in
datasets and to iteratively improve the performance of this
identification with additional data [26]. Machine-learning
algorithms have been extensively used in various domains such
as in advertisement, agriculture, banking, online shopping,
insurance, finance, social media, travel, tourism, marketing,
consumer behavior, and fraud detection. These approaches are
also used to analyze current and historical facts to make
predictions about future events. Machine learning has also been
used in the health care field for the prevention, diagnosis, and
treatment phases of various diseases such as diabetes, cancer,
cardiology, and mental health [29,30]. Through
machine-learning prediction models, we incorporated both
well-known risk factors of high uric acid such as age, BMI, and
blood glucose, along with factors without clear associations to
uric acid [6].

Methods

Sample
Data were collected from employees who work in the Grameen
bank complex of Dhaka, Bangladesh. The Grameen bank
complex comprises 18 different institutions such as Grameen
Bank, Grameen Communications, other nongovernment
organizations, and private companies, with more than 500
workers. We collected data from 271 employees who received
human-assisted Portable Health Clinic (PHC) system services
to predict blood uric acid. In general, a large sample size is
required for machine-learning approaches. However, some
studies have used a small sample size, including N=300 [27]
and N=118 [31]. Of note, a small sample size has also been
associated with higher classification accuracy [32].

Grameen Communications, Bangladesh and Kyushu University,
Japan have jointly developed a human-assisted PHC system
[33]. A PHC is an eHealth system that aims to provide

affordable primary health care services to prevent the severity
of or to control noncommunicable diseases. A PHC system has
four modules: (1) a set of medical devices, (2) a software system
to collect and archive medical records, (3) health care workers
to make the clinical measurements and explain ePrescriptions,
and (4) ICT-trained call center doctors. Consumers come to the
service point and a health checkup is conducted by pretrained
health care workers. If needed, the consumer is connected to
the call center doctors for a consultation. The clinical
measurements addressed by a PHC are as follows: (1) blood
pressure; (2) pulse rate; (3) body temperature; (4) oxygenation
of blood (SpO2); (5) arrhythmia; (6) BMI; (7) waist, hip, and
waist/hip ratio; (8) blood glucose; (9) blood cholesterol; (10)
blood hemoglobin; (11) blood uric acid; (12) blood grouping;
(13) urinary sugar; and (14) urinary protein.

These test items (except arrhythmia, blood cholesterol, blood
hemoglobin, blood grouping, urinary sugar, and urinary protein
because there were many missing cases in these measurements)
in this PHC system were used as input factors for the present
study, and uric acid measurement was set as an output factor.

Measurements
Clinical measurements were obtained through direct diagnosis
using PHC instruments operated by well-trained nurses or health
care professionals. Data on dietary information and
sociodemographic characteristics were collected during
interviews using a standard questionnaire.

Regression Predictive Modeling
As the targeted output variable of this study is a continuous
variable, the regression predictive model was applied, and our
objective was to predict the value of the blood uric acid of an
individual. Among the multiple types of regression predictive
models available, it is important to choose the best-suited models
based on the type of independent and dependent variables,
dimensionality in the data, and other essential characteristics
of the data. We selected several algorithms that showed the best
performance. Overall, no specific algorithm works best for every
problem, which is especially true in the case of machine learning
(ie, predictive modeling). For example, it cannot be stated that
neural networks are always better than decision trees or vice
versa. There are many factors at play, such as the size and
structure of the dataset. Therefore, in this study, we used several
machine-learning approaches, including boosted decision tree
regression, decision forest regression, neural network, Bayesian
linear regression, and linear regression, to predict personalized
blood uric acid values based on basic health checkup test results,
dietary information, and sociodemographic characteristics. We
chose these five specific machine-learning algorithms because
they are popular tools used to predict clinical data and they are
widely used regression predictive models. These five models
are also traditional machine-learning models, which perform
well for regression tasks [26], and have been applied in other
studies on biomedical data prediction [34].

Because a regression predictive model predicts a quantity, the
performance of the model must be reported as an error in the
predictions. Among the many evaluation criteria to estimate the
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performance of a regression predictive model, the most common
approach is to calculate the RMSE.

These five models were chosen for comparison in this study
owing to their popularity in medical data prediction. Therefore,
we compared these algorithms to see if the prediction accuracy
can be further improved. Details of each model are described
below.

Boosted Decision Tree Regression
Gradient boosting methods are a family of powerful
machine-learning methods that have shown considerable success
in a wide range of practical applications [35]. This model is
particularly well suited for making predictions based on clinical
data and exhibits high performance on clinical data
[13,26,36,37]. Boosting is a popular machine-learning ensemble
method [38]. Boosting means that each tree is dependent on
prior trees. The algorithm learns by fitting the residual of the
trees that preceded it; thus, boosting in a decision tree ensemble
tends to improve accuracy with some small risk of less coverage.
In the Azure Machine Learning platform, boosted decision trees
use an efficient implementation of the MART gradient boosting
algorithm. Gradient boosting is a machine-learning technique
for regression problems. It builds each regression tree in a
stepwise fashion, using a predefined loss function to measure
the error in each step and correct for it in the next step. Thus,
the prediction model is an ensemble of weaker prediction
models. In regression problems, boosting builds a series of trees
in a stepwise fashion, and then selects the optimal tree using an
arbitrary differentiable loss function [39]. Similar to random
forest, boosting uses many smaller, weaker models and brings
them together into a final summed prediction. However, the
idea of boosting is to add new models to the ensemble in a
sequence for several sequences. In each iteration, a new weak
model is trained with respect to the whole ensemble learned up
to that new model. These new models, iteratively produced, are
built to maximally correlate with the negative gradient of the
loss function that is also associated with the ensemble as a
whole. In this approach, a performance function is placed on
the gradient boosting machine to find the point at which adding
more iterations becomes negligible in benefit (ie, when adding
more simple models, decision trees no longer reduce the error
by a significant margin). It is at this point that the ensemble
sums all of the predictions into a final overall prediction [26].

Decision Forest Regression
Decision forest or random forest has been employed in many
biomedicine research applications [40-42]. In the regression
problem, the decision forest output is the average value of the
output of all decision trees [42-44]. Decision forests compare
favorably to other techniques [45]. This regression model
consists of an ensemble of decision trees. A collection of trees
constitutes a forest. Each tree in a regression decision
forest outputs a Gaussian distribution as a prediction.
Aggregation is performed over the ensemble of trees to find a
Gaussian distribution closest to the combined distribution for
all trees in the model [45]. This technique generates several
decision trees during training, which are allowed to split
randomly from a seed point. This results in a “forest” of
randomly generated decision trees whose outcomes are

ensembled by the random forest algorithm to achieve more
accurate prediction than possible with a single tree. One problem
with a single decision tree is overfitting, making the predictions
seem very good on the training data, but unreliable in future
predictions [26]. By using decision forest regression, we can
train a model with a relatively small number of samples and
obtain good results.

Neural Network
Applying a neural network to the problem can provide much
more prediction power compared to a traditional regression.
Neural networks have the highest accuracy in predicting various
health conditions such as heart attack and heart diseases [46,47],
and have become widely used machine-learning algorithms.
The neural network is a network of connected neurons. The
neurons cannot operate without other neurons to which they are
connected. Usually, these neurons are grouped in layers and
process data in each layer, which are then passed forward to the
next layers. The last layer of neurons makes decisions. The basic
neural network, which is also known as multilayer perceptron,
is used for comparison with one hidden layer of 500 neurons
that is considered to be a reasonable number in neural
network–based approaches [48].

Bayesian Linear Regression
Bayesian linear regression is the Bayesian approach to linear
regression analysis. Bayesian regression methods are very
powerful, as they not only provide point estimates of regression
parameters but also deliver an entire distribution over these
parameters. In recent years, Bayesian learning has been widely
adopted and was even proven to be more powerful than other
machine-learning techniques [49]. Bayesian linear regression
follows a fairly natural mechanism to survive insufficient data
or poorly distributed data by placing a prior on the coefficients
and on the noise so that the priors can take over in the absence
of data. Bayesian linear regression provides information about
which parts of the model fit confidently to the data and which
parts are very uncertain. The result of Bayesian linear regression
is a distribution of possible model parameters based on the data
and the prior. This enables quantifying the uncertainty about
the model; if there are fewer data points, the posterior
distribution will be more spread out.

Linear Regression
Linear regression is one of the most well-known and
well-understood algorithms in statistics and machine learning.
It is a fast yet simple algorithm to test, which is suitable for
continuous dependent variables and can be fitted with a linear
function (straight line). Linear regression models have been
widely applied to predict medical data [50]. Linear regression
is a very simple machine-learning method in which each data
point consists of a pair of vectors: the input vector and the output
vector. As the simplest, oldest, and most commonly used
correlational method, linear regression fits a straight line to a
set of data points using a series of coefficients multiplied to
each input (ie, a weighting function) and an intercept. The
weights are decided within the linear regression function in such
a way that minimizes the mean error. These weight coefficients
multiplied by the respective inputs, plus an intercept, give a
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general function for the outcome (in this case, uric acid
measurement). Thus, linear regression is easy to understand and
quick to implement, even on larger datasets. The disadvantage
of this method is that it is inherently linear and does not always
fit real-world data [26].

Model Performance Comparison
In this study, we used five machine-learning algorithms that
have been used in previous studies to predict several health
conditions, including lung cancer, diabetes, heart attack, heart
diseases, and breast cancer. Therefore, we considered the above
five regression algorithms to be best suited for our study.

We used the Azure machine-learning platform, which is a
cloud-based computing platform that allows for building, testing,
and deploying predictive analytics solutions [51], to estimate
the five machine-learning algorithms that are widely used to
predict medical data.

For evaluating the performance of the models, RMSE values
from each model were used. The RMSE of a model is the
average distance between the model’s prediction and the actual
outcome [26], and is considered to be the prime evaluation
criterion for examining the prediction performance of a
continuous dependent variable through the regression predictive
technique using machine-learning algorithms [34,52]. Therefore,
as we are predicting the continuous value of blood uric acid,
we used the regression predictive technique and evaluated the
performance of models by using the RMSE. Like classification,
the regression task is inductive, with the main difference being
the continuous nature of the output [45].

Many studies have used two validation methods to evaluate the
capability of a model: the holdout method and k-fold
cross-validation. According to the goal of each problem and the
size of the data, different methods can be chosen to solve the
problem. In the holdout method, as a popular validation method,
the dataset is divided into two distinct parts: a training set and
test set. The training set is used to train the machine-learning

algorithm and the test set is used to evaluate the model [42,53].
The holdout method involves portioning the datasets into
nonoverlapping subsets, where the first subset is entirely used
for training and the rest for testing [54], and is often used instead
of k-fold cross-validation [55-57]. When given no testing sample
independent of the training sample, one can randomly select
and hold out a portion of the training sample for testing, and
construct a prediction with only the remaining sample.
Typically, 30% of the training sample is set aside for testing
and 70% is used for the training step [58-60].

In this study, the holdout method was used to evaluate the
proposed model because it is more suitable for small sample
sizes [61,62]. It is used in most of the machine-learning
platforms, including the Azure machine learning studio [51]
that was applied in our study. A random train-test split method
is the recommended dataset split method, and machine-learning
models in general yield more accurate results when trained with
a greater amount of data points (70%:30%) [63]. Many previous
studies also applied a 70%:30% random train-test split method
in similar fields [63-65].

It is common practice to split the data into 70% as a training
set and 30% as a testing set. This splitting ratio is large enough
to yield statistically meaningful results. Train-test split is a
simple and reliable validation approach. A portion of the data
is split before any model development steps and is used only
once to validate the developed model [32]. Therefore, in this
study, each model was trained on a 70% training sample to
ensure that each model was trained uniformly. We split the data
according to a training set ratio of 0.7 and test set ratio of 0.3.
We did not use the cross-validation method because k-fold
cross-validation produces strongly biased performance estimates
with small sample sizes [32].

The input-process-output model for predicting blood uric acid
based on sociodemographic characteristics, dietary information,
and some basic health checkup test results is shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1. The input-process-output model used for predicting uric acid after processing 17 input variables by machine-learning (ML) algorithms. BP:
blood pressure.
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Ethical Approval
We obtained ethical approval from the National Research Ethics
Committee of the Bangladesh Medical Research Council
(approval no. 18325022019).

Results

Characteristics of the Study Population
Data from a total of 271 employees of Grameen bank complex
were collected during health checkups provided by the PHC

service. The descriptive statistics of baseline characteristics of
the participants are shown in Table 1.

The mean age of participants was 49.61 years. Most of the
respondents had a BMI that put them in the category of
overweight according to the World Health Organization criteria
(range 25-29.9). The uric acid of the participants was borderline
with a mean of 6.63 mg/dL, as the normal reference level is
<7.0 mg/dL [11]. Therefore, the majority of the participants
should be checking their uric acid regularly.

Table 1. Summary statistics of the selected continuous predictors (N=271).

Mean (SD)RangeVariables

49.61 (7.39)34-77Age (years)

163.05 (7.45)140-184Height (cm)

67.52 (10.06)44.20-114.40Weight (kg)

25.37 (3.20)18.39-40.53BMI (kg/m2)

90.24 (7.80)63.60-118.00Waist (cm)

94.54 (6.29)80.00-127.00Hip (cm)

0.96 (0.06)0.64-1.11Waist/hip ratio

96.07 (1.15)92.12-99.64Body temperature (°F)

97.67 (1.17)93-99Blood oxygenation (SpO2) (%)

126.68 (14.88)92-180Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

81.71 (8.43)59-108Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

80.27 (11.66)51-123Pulse rate (bpm)

6.63 (1.54)3.10-11.00Blood uric acid (mg/dL)

128.02 (56.92)66.60-392.40Blood glucose (mg/dL)

The lifestyle characteristics of the participants are summarized
in Table 2. The majority of the respondents were male and had
completed a college/university degree. Approximately 10%

reported that they drink sugar-containing drinks 3 or more times
a week and nearly 20% reported that they regularly eat fast food.
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Table 2. Summary statistics of selected categorical predictors related to lifestyle factors (N=271).

n (%)Variable

Gender

225 (83.0)Male

46 (17.0)Female

Education

10 (3.7)No education

30 (11.1)Primary school completed

11 (4.1)Secondary school completed

23 (8.5)High school completed

1 (0.4)Vocation school completed

63 (23.2)College/university completed

133 (49.1)Higher education (master or doctorate degree) completed

Consumption of high-sugar drinks (eg, soda, fruit juice) ≥3 times a week

26 (9.6)Yes

245 (90.4)No

Consumption of fast food such as pizza, hamburger, deep-fried foods (eg, singara, samosa, moglai parata) ≥3 times a week

49 (18.1)Yes

222 (81.9)No

Prediction Performance
The RMSE was used to examine the prediction performance of
the regression predictive technique with machine-learning

algorithms. As shown in Table 3, the boosted decision tree
regression model showed the best performance among the tested
models.

Table 3. Comparison of modeling techniques ranked from best to worst based on root mean squared error (RMSE).

Coefficient of determination (R2)Mean absolute errorbRMSEaModel

0.990.010.03Boosted decision tree regression

0.750.530.75Decision forest regression

0.041.131.46Neural network

0.161.061.37Bayesian linear regression

0.171.061.36Linear regression

aRoot mean squared error measures the average magnitude of the error by taking the square root of the average of squared differences between predicted
and actual observations. That is, it measures how close the predicted value is to the actual vale. There is no cutoff or benchmark value; the smaller the
value, the better the prediction.
bThe mean absolute error is the sum of the absolute differences between predicted and actual values.

Score Model
The Score model represents the predicted value of the output
or predicting variable. For regression models, the score model

generates a predicted numeric value. The score model obtained
using the boosted decision tree regression model is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Partial view of the score model obtained by the boosted decision tree regression. Scored labels is the result column in this scoring result. The
numbers are the predicted blood uric acid value for each individual.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Machine-learning algorithms can identify the pattern in a dataset
that may not be apparent directly. Thus, machine learning can
provide useful information and support to medical staff by
identifying patterns that may not be readily apparent [25]. There
are several advantages of choosing machine-learning algorithms
over conventional statistical methods for designing a prediction
model. First, machine-learning algorithms can handle noisy
information. Second, they can model complex, nonlinear
relationships between variables without prior knowledge of a
model [66], which enables including all information from the
dataset during the analysis [6]. Finally, machine learning can
consider all potential interactions between input variables,
whereas conventional statistical analysis assumes that the input
variables are independent [67]. Since many input variables are
interrelated in complex ways, whether known or not,
machine-learning algorithms can be used to identify high-risk
individual cases and can help medical staff with clinical
assessment [67].

Machine learning uses techniques that enable machines to use
experience to improve at tasks. Through machine learning, data
fed into an algorithm or model are used to train and test a model.
The model is then deployed to conduct an automated rapid
predictive task or to receive the predictions returned by the
model. In many clinical studies, the gradient boosting
machine-learning algorithm has been successfully used to predict
cardiovascular diseases [13]. The gradient boosting decision
tree method introduced by Friedman [68] predicted BMI with
an accuracy of 0.91 [37]. In the current study, the boosted
decision tree regression was found to be the best predictive
model for uric acid, followed by decision forest regression.
These are both popular ensemble learning methods.

In this study, a prediction model was designed for improving
uric acid prediction by including not only well-known relevant
factors of high uric acid such as age, gender, and BMI but also
factors that have unknown associations with uric acid. The test
items used in the PHC service were used as input factors, except

for uric acid as the output factor. Therefore, a tool to predict
uric acid was developed with good predictive performance based
on the RMSE of 0.03; this RMSE is better than any previously
reported in the literature in models related to biomedical data
[26,35,69]. These results can provide useful insights for
understanding the observed trend in population health and to
inform future strategic decision making for improved health
outcomes.

It is very important to compare the results of this study to
previous related work. Most of the previous studies reported
performance measurements as a function of classification
accuracy, which may not be directly compared to this study
with a regression approach to building a predictive model for
a continuous variable (blood uric acid value).

A previous uric acid prediction study [6] that predicted uric acid
levels based on health checkup data archived in a hospital in
Korea used data that were collected from laboratory-quality
devices in a very specific group of people who participated in
an expensive, self-paid comprehensive health checkup program.
The data were collected from 38,001 people, and the prediction
sensitivity was 0.73 and 0.66 using naive Bayes classification
and random forest classification models, respectively. They
used a total of 25 variables available in their database. Our uric
acid prediction model was developed using machine-learning
approaches and included personal characteristics, dietary
information, and basic clinical measurements. These data were
collected using portable and cheap devices. Health records of
271 employees (aged 34-77 years with 83% men) were
collected. We found that uric acid value can be predicted with
an RMSE value of 0.03. Among the five machine-learning
algorithms, boosted decision tree regression was found to be
the most effective.

Contribution
This is the first study aimed at predicting laboratory test results
of health measurements or health checkup items in Bangladesh.
The ability to determine uric acid using the developed
machine-learning prediction model would avoid the need for
health care workers of PHC services to carry out uric acid
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measurements. These findings can be helpful in achieving
sustainable development goals and universal health coverage,
and thus reducing overall morbidity and mortality. Using the
prediction model designed by the machine-learning approaches
to measure individual blood uric acid will save the cost and
time of doctors as well as patients. This prediction model can
also be applied to other institutions.

By inputting only 17 variables (12 basic clinical measurements,
3 sociodemographic characteristics, and 2 dietary characteristics)
in the models, we were able to predict blood uric acid. In
emergency situations such as floods, pandemics, tsunamis, and
other contexts in which it is difficult to physically go to the
clinic, blood uric acid can be predicted, therefore contributing
to public health improvement. From the perspective of
underdeveloped or developing countries such as Bangladesh,
people do not check their blood uric acid frequently and do not
know about the potential associated complications. However,
people frequently measure the clinical variables that are included
in the predictive models. By applying these machine-learning
algorithms, we can also predict other health parameters such as
blood glucose and SpO2. Moreover, beyond the fields of health
care and medical science, similar models can also be applied to
agriculture, insurance and banking, online shopping, travel and
tourism, marketing, and consumer behavior along with many
other fields.

Conclusion and Prospects
This study provides a measure for reducing noncommunicable
diseases, and hence can be a good component of national or
global health plans. We developed a uric acid prediction model
based on personal characteristics, dietary information, and some
basic clinical measurements related to noncommunicable disease

risk. Such a uric acid prediction model will be useful for
improving awareness among high-risk individuals. The blood
uric acid prediction model can further help to provide health
services with the early detection and cost-effective management
of noncommunicable diseases.

There are a few limitations of this study. First, the sample size
was relatively small, which should be increased for training the
prediction model in the future. Second, this study was limited
to a particular area among a group of employees who work in
a corporate setting. Our prediction model was not confirmed
with data from other institutes. Although the framework
achieved high performance on Grameen bank complex data,
we believe that this model will also be suitable for predicting
blood uric acid values in individuals that work in other types
of corporate settings. Third, the included variables in the model
were selected based on validated key features from previous
studies rather than by using statistical approaches to identify
the significant influence of factors on the output variable from
the data. A future study could also include additional features
(eg, work stress, everyday physical activity, eating red meat).
Fourth, this study evaluated only five machine-learning
algorithms among many other algorithms available. Finally, we
applied only a random split method (train/test split method),
although cross-validation is a good method for training and
testing a dataset. We did not consider applying the
cross-validation method in this case owing to the small dataset.
Therefore, further study can be considered with an extended
sample size and cross-validation method.

Despite these limitations, we conclude that this study represents
a successful case to open discussions on further applications of
this combined approach to wider regions and various types of
health checkup measurements.
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